Large circumferential cracks were revealed when two alloy 706 ingots 865nu-n in diameter were cropped at the bottom end following homogenization. Both ingots were part of a program evaluating a modified start-up practice for VAR. Since they were the only ingots with the modified practice and the only ingots exhibiting this cracking behavior, the modified practice was identified as the cause of this problem. It appears that residual stresses generated during the modified VAR start-up and thermal stresses created during heat up for homogenization combined to initiate cracking during heat up. In order to explore this mechanism, numerical simulations were applied. Although stresses generated during VAR start-up could not be calculated because of complicated transient effects, thermal stresses generated during heating for homogenization were calculated to be sufficiently large to support this mechanism. Also, crack location matched well with the location of maximum principal stress during the early stage of heat up for homogenization. Cracking propagated intergranularly and was located in the nearly equiaxed coarse grain outer region near the transition to a columnar grain structure.
Introduction
Alloy 706 was developed in response to the need for an alloy that could be melted to large cross sections without segregation problems (1, 2) . Since the late 1980's, large diameter 706 ingots have been used for heavy duty industrial gas turbine wheels. One concern with these large sizes is the thermal stresses that build up during various stages of processing. This has not been a problem because standard practices have been developed which preclude the formation of thermal stresses sufficiently large to initiate cracks. However, deviations from standard practice can result in cracking from thermal stresses. This became evident when a modified start-up practice for VAR (Vacuum Arc Remelting) was evaluated for two ingots 864 mm in diameter. Both ingots revealed a large circumferential crack when the bottom end was cleared after homogenization. In an effort to achieve better understanding and to help evaluate potential process improvements, numerical modeling was applied to this situation. Numerical solutions have been applied to heat transfer/thermal stress problems for a number of years. Among the earliest attempts was that by Sun (3) which described how the heating practice for a 40" Hastelloy X@ ingot may be optimized. The work by Suarez et al (4) considered melting and solidification of 706 ingots and showed, through a combination of numerical analysis and closed form solutions, that the residual stresses at the end of cooling after melt and those due to subsequent reheating are additive. Chandrasekharan & Shivpuri (5) used numerical techniques to optimize heating schedules for nickel based superalloys. Alam & Semiatin (6) calculated residual stresses in VAR melted gamma titanium aluminide ingots. Their conclusion was that residual radial stresses are mostly tensile in the lower portion of the ingot and mostly compressive in the upper portion.
Characterization of Material
The two ingots that exhibited cracking were similar with regard to crack appearance and location. Therefore, only one ingot was characterized; all material information provided in the report will represent this one ingot. It was triple melted by VIM (Vacuum Induction Melting) + ESR (Electra-Slag Remelting) + VAR. Chemistry was normal, as shown in Table I . The ingot was then homogenized followed by an overaging treatment to facilitate cutting, and conditioned by grinding; at this stage of the processing, no cracking of the ingot was evident. However, a large circumferential crack was revealed when a crop about 64 mm long was taken from the bottom end of the ingot. The crack was still present after additional crops of 165mm and 50mm were taken; it was cleared by a final crop of 267nn-n. Ingot cutting at the bottom end is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 . The crack is shown in the macrograph in Figure 2 which represents the bottom end of the 267mm mult shown in Figure 1 ; this surface is about 28Orm-n from the bottom of the ingot. Bleeding of the etchant out of the crack in Figure 2 caused the crack to appear thicker than the actual separation. Where the bleeding of the etch was severe, the maximum separation approached lmm; there was little separation towards the end of the crack. The region from about 9 to 11 o'clock in Figure 2 did not crack, probably because residual stresses were significantly reduced by the separation that took place when cracking occurred. Figure 2 also reveals that the circumferential crack is close to the transition from large and somewhat equiaxed grains in the surface region to thinner columnar grains in the interior region. This is further illustrated in Figure 3 which shows sections of the 40mm thick macro slice; locations of these sections are indicated in Figure 3a . The longitudinal view in Figure 3d readily shows the transition to columnar grains. The inter-granular nature of the crack is visible in Figures 3b and 3c . Blanks 128mm diameter for tensile specimens were also cut from the 40mm macro slice. As indicated in Figure 3e , these tensile blanks were cut from both the surface region with large grains and the interior region with an equiaxed grain structure. Results from tensile testing are presented in Table II where each result represents an average of at least two tests. The strength and ductility are lower in the surface region, which is not surprising in view of the larger grain size in this region.
Specimens for microstructural evaluation were also taken from the 40mm macro slice both at the crack location and away from the crack. No unusual microstructural features were observed. The intergranular nature of the crack path was readily evident in these specimens. A modified VAR start-up practice was used on the two ingots that experienced bottom end cracking; this modified practice was not used on any other ingots. Since cracking does not occur with standard processing, it can be concluded that the modified VAR start-up practice was responsible for the cracking. The most plausible scenario is that residual stresses generated by the modified VAR start-up practice were larger than the thermal stresses associated with the standard practice. While they were probably not sufficient to cause cracking at that processing step, they were additive to thermal stresses generated during heat up for homogenization. It is proposed that cracking occurred during heating for homogenization due to the combination of thermal stresses from the modified VAR practice and from the heat up practice used for homogenization.
Higher thermal stresses were generated by the modified VAR start-up practice relative to standard processing because the initial melt rate peaked to a higher level. The modified practice is illustrated in Figure 4 which provides melt rate versus time for the start-up region of the cracked ingot. It peaks about 25% above the standard practice. The melt rates in Figure 4 are averages time The direct approach towards substantiating the cause of cracking would be to determine residual stresses from the modified VAR practice and add them to stresses calculated for the heat up for homogenization. If the sum is in a danger region, cracking would be predicted. A model for calculating temperature profiles, and therefore stresses during VAR has been developed through SMPC (Specialty Metals Processing Consortium). However, it cannot provide detailed temperature profiles in the ingot for the complicated transient stage of start-up. The complexity of the start-up stage is evident from the nonsymmetric grain structural patterns often observed in bottom crops cut from standard processed ingots. This nonsymmetry is also apparent in Figure 2 . Consequently, the approach pursued was to determine thermal stresses generated during heat up for homogenization at the location of the crack. The magnitude and distribution of these stresses can be evaluated to determine if the proposed mechanism is plausible.
Analysis of Heat Up for Homogenization Finite Element Model
Heating of the Alloy 706 ingot was modeled using the ABAQUS finite element software (version 5.5-l). The ingot was assumed to be an axisymmetric body with a symmetry plane at mid-height. These assumptions enabled a 2D model to be used with quarter geometry being simulated. A fine mesh comprising 1617 nodes and 1520 elements was used. The ingot geometry and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 5 . The planes identified in Figure 5 represent locations for which results will be presented. 136 An elastic material model was assumed with the material properties taken as a function of temperature only. Properties were available in the literature up to 700°C; extrapolation was used for higher temperatures. Although emissivity can be a function of temperature and ingot placement in the furnace, it was assumed to have a fixed value.
Simulation Results
The heat up for homogenization consisted of charging the ingot into a furnace at 760°C and holding for a long period of time prior to ramping up at a controlled rate to the homogenization temperature. This process was simulated on ABAQUS as described above and pertinent results are presented in Figures 6,7 , and 8. In these figures, a distance of 0 corresponds to the ingot axis and a value of one to the ingot surface. As expected, the maximum thermal gradients in the ingot occur early in the heat up process. This is shown in Figure 6 , where the surface-to-center temperature variation for the central plane (plane 1, z=O) is presented at various times.
The stress levels in the ingot have been represented in terms of the maximum principal stresses. This quantity is used because of the low ductility and large grains associated with the as-cast ingot structure. Contour plots of temperatures and stresses were generated to provide an overview. These indicated the maximum stress levels in the mid-radius region occur early on in the process (2875 seconds) and that they occur at a distance of about 21mm from the ingot end. Plane 3 was selected to coincide with this location. Figures 7 and 8 represent, respectively, the radial variation of temperature and stress in the ingot at this time (2875 seconds) at planes 1, 2, 3, and 4. Stresses peak on plane 3 around 200mm but the peak is relatively broad. The actual crack was located between 114mm and 165mm. This is considered good agreement in view of the fact that the peak stress is probably displaced somewhat when residual stresses from start-up are added to these heat up stresses. Calculated stresses are slightly larger than anticipated, which may be related to the use of an elastic model that does not account for stress relaxation. At later times, the location of maximum stress is at the center of the ingot. Circumferential cracking was observed in two alloy 706 ingots when the bottom ends were cropped following homogenization. This was attributed to a modified start-up practice in VAR that was used only for these two ingots.
l It is believed that cracking occurred during heat up for homogenization from the additive effect of residual stresses generated from the modified VAR start-up and thermal stresses developed during heating for homogenization.
l Stresses generated during VAR start-up could not be calculated because of complicated transient effects, but thermal stresses generated during heating for homogenization support this mechanism. Crack location matched well with the location of maximum principal stress during the early heat up for homogenization.
l Cracking occurred intergranularly in the nearly equiaxed coarse grain outer region; tensile testing revealed this region to be weaker and less ductile than the interior region that had a columnar grain structure. The crack was close to the transition between predominantly equiaxed and columnar grains.
